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Introduction

Discussion: e-learning and self-directed learning

Discuss the statements with your group. Make sure 

everyone in your group has had a chance to give their 

opinion. The secretary in your group should listen 

carefully to the whole discussion and select the best 

answer on the iPad:

• We totally agree.

• We mostly agree.

• We have mixed opinions.

• We mostly disagree.

• We totally disagree.
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Introduction

Discussion: e-learning and self-directed learning

(1) Grammar learning: Write down one way in which you 

think your learners best learn grammar (such as tenses) 

(2) e-Learning: what does e-learning mean to you? 

(a) a completely online system? (b) a blended system where 

you use paper-based and e-resources? (c) other? 

(3) Self-directed learning: (a) what does this mean in your 

own school and (b) which types of self-directed learning 

have you seen are successful with students at which 

ages? 
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Introduction

(b) About today’s workshop

Aims:

(1) Consider how grammar can be taught with the use of e-resources

(2) Consider the purpose of the task-based approach to teaching and learning 

grammar

(3) Take part in demonstrations and activities which illustrate how to 

incorporate e-learning into grammar learning activities

(4) Be (a) exposed to quality resources (b) given the opportunity to consider 

how to use and adapt the resources for self-directed learning for different 

forms of grammar learning and practice
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Introduction

Mini practical demos 1

Practical demo 2: task-
based sequence

Further exploration



Introduction

Discussion: grammar, e-learning and self-directed 

learning
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Introduction

Key concepts:
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e-Learning refers to an open and flexible learning mode 

involving the use of the electronic media, including the use of 

digital resources and communication tools to achieve the 

learning objectives. The essence of e-learning is to enhance 

learning and teaching effectiveness in schools and to develop 

students’ necessary qualities (e.g. self-directed learning 

capabilities). Teachers may develop an e-learning repertoire, 

thereby enhancing, modifying and complementing some 

existing learning and teaching strategies. 

Source: English Language Education Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide (Primary 1 -

Secondary 6) / Glossary http://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-

development/kla/eng-edu/Curriculum%20Document/ELE%20KLACG_2017.pdf

1. e-learning



Introduction

Key concepts:
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Self-directed Learning (SDL) refers to the skill that a learner, who 

takes the initiative and responsibility for learning with or without 

the assistance of others, possesses. A self-directed learner 

• may identify his/her learning needs, 

• formulate goals, and 

• choose resources and strategies for learning.

SDL enhances students’ sense of agency or control and 

metacognitive skills. SDL may be interpreted as self-regulated 

learning, self-learning or independent learning in other contexts. 

Source: English Language Education Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide 

(Primary 1 - Secondary 6) / Glossary 

http://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/kla/eng-

edu/Curriculum%20Document/ELE%20KLACG_2017.pdf

1. e-learning 2. SDL



Introduction

Key concepts:
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Self-directed learning – some concepts to consider

• How do teachers know if students are able to take part in self-

directed learning

• How do we find out what type of self-directed learning students can 

engage in?

• Is scaffolding of types of self-directed learning possible, e.g. 

• how to find resources

• how to decide timeframes and resources to support study

• goal-setting and persistence

• learning and study versus task completion

• gaining a sense of progress

1. e-learning 2. SDL



Introduction

Key concepts:

What is grammar?

How is grammar learned?

To what extent do you agree with the following summary?

Stephen Krashen: The input hypothesis: learners progress in their knowledge of 

the language when they comprehend language input that is slightly more 

advanced than their current level.

The acquisition–learning hypothesis: there is a separation 

between acquisition and learning; acquisition is a subconscious process and 

learning is a conscious process; improvement in language ability is only 

dependent upon acquisition and never on learning.
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1. e-learning 3. Grammar2. SDL

Source of text: trainer summary



Demo 1A: tech to discover learner needs

Discuss

o Do you use questionnaires to find out learner needs?

o How could questionnaires be helpful:

(a) to gain information from each student?

(b) to be able to group needs across the class? 

(c) to be able to differentiate needs across the class? 

(d) to raise students’ own awareness of learning areas?

Learning needs questionnaire: 

https://goo.gl/forms/nI0OQe8KX7lDGcNS2

o Decide two ways in which you would tailor this questionnaire

o How might the results inform decisions you make about supporting 

learning and teaching processes?
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https://goo.gl/forms/nI0OQe8KX7lDGcNS2


Discuss

o Do you believe newspaper items or articles can help students 

understand how grammar is used in context?

o What are the challenges around using news items with your learners?

E-resource: Newsela

o News reading resource at five levels of proficiency

o Uses a measure to assess complexity of texts (called a ‘lexile’)

o Annotation function

o Quiz tool
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Demo 1B: differentiated news texts



Possible approach for teacher preparation

o Take two articles about the same text, e.g. 

https://newsela.com/read/elem-plastics-reach-deep-sea/id/37843/

o First – at lower level

o Second – at higher level

o Identify – language for complexity in text 2

o Highlight useful features to notice for students

The following are the first three sentences from two texts at different 

levels from Newsela.

Task

o Identify which text is more complex

o Why?  Which language demonstrates this?

o How is this language connected with text type?
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Demo 1B: differentiated news texts
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Demo 1B: differentiated news texts

Task
Group A: 

Look at two versions of paragraph 2 (easier and more challenging versions)

Identify two features of complexity that would be of use for your learners to 

highlight and study

Group B: 

Look at two versions of paragraph 3 (easier and more challenging versions)

Identify two features of complexity that would be of use for your learners to 

highlight and study

Stand up

- Find a partner from a different table

- Share your findings and explain your choices

Source:  Newsela

https://newsela.com/read/elem-plastics-reach-deep-sea/id/37843/
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Demo 1B: differentiated news texts

Comparison of text 1:
Plastic is polluting the planet. It fills up garbage dumps. Plastic bits float on the 

ocean. They even sink to the bottom of the sea. 

From present simple to continuous; single clause sentences

Plastic is polluting the planet. It is filling up garbage dumps. It is sinking into 

Earth's oceans, too. 

Present perfect; multi-clause sentences

A new study shows that plastics have now reached the deepest places on the 

planet. Scientists found plastic fibers in animals at the bottom of the Pacific 

Ocean.



Demo 1B: differentiated news texts
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Comparison of text 2:

A new study shows that plastics have now reached the deepest places on the 

planet. Scientists found plastic fibers in animals at the bottom of the Pacific 

Ocean.

Anaphoric reference; compound subject and object

A new study has found deep-sea animals with plastic in their stomachs. It 

means that man-made plastic fibers have reached the most remote places on 

the planet.

Cataphoric reference, lower frequency lexis; idiom

Animals from the deepest places on Earth have been found with plastic in their 

stomachs. The discovery confirms fears that man-made fibers have 

contaminated the most remote places on the planet.



Learning and Teaching of Text Grammar
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Guiding students to see how the choice of language items is affected by the context 

and the communicative functions they perform.

To inform readers about the seriousness of plastic pollution as a worrying crisis: 

• “fears”, “startling”, “pervasive”

• Plastic pollution equals a disease – “nowhere is immune”

Source:  Newsela

https://newsela.com/read/elem-plastics-reach-deep-sea/id/37843/

• to give descriptions of situations

• to present findings from statistical analyses/ 

• to provide evidence for a conclusion



Learning and Teaching of Text Grammar
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Inverted pyramid structure –

the most important fact put

at the beginning 

- (to grab attention & to inform)

To provide supporting information 

(5Ws 1H)

Quotes – to engage readers & 

make a personal appeal

Plastics found in stomachs of 

deepest sea creatures

Text

Source:  Newsela

https://newsela.com/read/elem-plastics-reach-deep-sea/id/37843/
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Demo 1B: differentiated news texts

Newly launched site:

https://en.news/ - from CNN

Video ‘lessons’ of news stories 

– play at normal speed or slow down

– captions on the videos

Text based news stories

Quizzes based on news stories

Inbuilt dictionary

Leaderboard

Notebook

https://en.news/
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Recap

So far, we have considered:

o The structure and range of well-designed grammar-focused e-resources

o Designing online questionnaires to identify and differentiate learner needs

o Using online differentiated news texts with annotation functions to expose 

students to greater complexity

In the next section, we consider:

o Using wikis to provide a writing-based task to add cohesion to texts

o Using a live game show to provide practice in differentiating grammar items



Discuss

o Have you used wikis with students?  If so, how?

o What are the key functions of wikis?

o How are they useful to support learners?
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Demo 1C: wikis: writing and editing



Writing an adventure narrative with multiple outcomes

The following simple wiki shows:

o Two starting points for a simple narrative

o Students create two parallel narratives with different outcomes

o The sentences are simple and have no cohesion

o There are no descriptive details

o Students’ task is to develop the narrative with:-

(a) plot points (what happens?)

(b) to review their text to add details about character, look, 

attitude, circumstances and context

(c) linking ideas together with connectives
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Demo 1C: wikis: writing and editing



http://edbgrammar.pbworks.com

Look at the following wiki

- Read both starting points then click on each of them for the next 

stage of the narrative

– Now, improve all four clickable options with:

o more information about the character and his / her feelings

o more detail about the situation 
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Demo 1C: wikis: writing and editing

http://edbgrammar.pbworks.com/
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Demo 1C: wikis: writing and editing

Example

I was sitting in my classroom when the school principal

walked in looking very serious. After a moment of

silence when everyone in the class closed their books and

slowly looked up, the principal announced in a stern

voice, ‘I am considering doubling homework from next

week, and I would like students’ views on this’
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Demo 1C: wikis: writing and editing

What type of support would students need to achieve

some of these features of complexity?

I was sitting in my classroom when the school principal

walked in looking very serious. After a moment of

silence when everyone in the class closed their books and

slowly looked up, the principal announced in a stern

voice, ‘I am considering doubling homework from next

week, and I would like students’ views on this’
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Demo 1D: live game show grammar

Discuss

o How often do you use games to expose students to grammar items?

o Do you believe that games can help learners?  Why / why not?

o Which type of support can a game provide that other methods can’t?

o Are there any issues with using games?



https://quizizz.com/ is an editable live game with multiple choice 

functions

Let’s play a game

https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5a290b89ec20de1000d

63c5c (teacher’s link)

https://join.quizizz.com (learner’s link)

[add joining number on the day]
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Demo 1D: live game show grammar

https://quizizz.com/
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5a290b89ec20de1000d63c5c
https://join.quizizz.com/


Consider the following:-

o what features of the game might appeal to secondary students?

o what’s the mood of this game?

o when and why might this game tool be useful for you as a teacher?

o would you ask your students to develop a game for each other?

o what type of support and preparation would you need to provide to 

make the game meaningful?

o how would you assess the impact of a game on learners?

o how would it fit in with a self-directed learning plan of learning?
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Demo 1D: live game show grammar
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Recap

In this section, we have considered:

o The structure and range of well-designed grammar-focused e-resources

o Designing online questionnaires to identify and differentiate learner needs

o Using online differentiated news texts with annotation functions to expose 

students to greater complexity

o Using wikis to provide a writing-based task to add cohesion to texts

o Using a live game show to provide practice in differentiating grammar items
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Reflection

• Which resources might be useful to you in your context?

• Which resources might require more selection and preparation on your 

part for self-directed learning?

• How can the learning be documented and monitored?

In the next section:

we go into grammar-study in more depth and consider a task-based cycle 

focusing on one area of grammar

Recap and reflection



e-Learning resource in this section:

Educreations

Can you work out how to do these things?

• Start a new project

• Take a photo and add it to the slide

• Record audio

• Add a new slide

• Make a slide-video presentation
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Practical demonstration 2: task-based cycle



Bank robbery
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Use
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Practical demonstration 2: task-based cycle

Decide on the order of the pictures

Put the pictures in the order you think is correct. 

Materials source for handouts: New Cutting Edge Pre-intermediate Teacher’s Resource Book, p.159-160
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Practical demonstration 2: task-based cycle

Task

Now you have the pictures in order

o tell the story of the bank robbery

o use the record function and say at least two sentences about each 

picture.

Take turns speaking and recording with your partner.
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Practical demonstration 2: task-based cycle

Language focus

Read the model article.

https://goo.gl/cWwsnF

• How much money 

was stolen?

• Why might the 

robbers be released 

early from prison?

https://goo.gl/cWwsnF
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Practical demonstration 2: task-based cycle

Cloze test maker

http://l.georges.online.fr/tools/cloze.html

1. Select and copy the whole article about the robbery.

2. Go to the website above.

3. Paste your text into the window.

4. Below the window, select ‘Interactive’ and ‘Clues’.

5. Select the grammar area you want to practice on the right 

hand side.

6. Press the red ‘Submit’ button and start.

http://l.georges.online.fr/tools/cloze.html
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Practical demonstration 2: task-based cycle

Startext (text reconstruction)

http://esl.fis.edu/learners/writing/misc/star1.htm

Let’s try recreating paragraphs 3 and 4 of the article we have 

just read. You will need to use your memory, and your 

grammar and vocab knowledge to work out the words that 

you can’t remember.

Play in a team. Guess a word, and if it appears in the text, 

points will be awarded.

http://esl.fis.edu/learners/writing/misc/star1.htm
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Practical demonstration 2: task-based cycle

Re-task

Let’s try the narrative task again. This time, can you add extra 

details? 

Pay attention to the grammar point(s) which you have just 

practised.

Alternative task

Now write the narrative. 

Write captions for each picture in the ‘Image description’ field.
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Practical demonstration 2: task-based cycle

Reflection

• What benefits did e-learning bring to this lesson?

• Which e-learning tools did you like?

• How can these activities encourage self-directed 

learning?

• Educreations – free versus paid versions: 

https://www.educreations.com/pricing/

https://www.educreations.com/pricing/


Design in e-resources

Consider aspects of design in e-resources to support learners

British Council LearnEnglish Teens

http://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/grammar-vocabulary

Look at:  Future Forms
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http://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/grammar-vocabulary


Introduction: design in e-resources

Consider elements which provide support for your learners

Contextualisation of grammar in video with female and male audio track
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Introduction: design in e-resources

Use of question-answer format to sequence and organise key meaning 

or use of the form
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‘Check your grammar’ sections to organise the grammar 

into functions

Design in e-resources
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‘Check your grammar’ sections to provide controlled practice

Design in e-resources
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‘Check your grammar’ sections to provide error correction 

practice

Design in e-resources
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Worksheets and downloads

Including transcript of video

Design in e-resources
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BBC KS3 Resources for grammar in discourse

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/z3kw2hv

o For advanced or proficient English users 

o Writing section includes:

- writing to persuade, argue and advise

- writing to describe, review and comment, or analyse

- writing to inform and explain

Design in e-resources

Sections list useful language such as connectives

Visit the following page to see language in context

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zyydjxs/revision

KS2 Resources – for lower English level HK students:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zv48q6f
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Englicious – grammar for schools

http://www.englicious.org/

o For UK Key Stage 3, 4 and 5

o Wide range of ‘grammar sample’ and commentary sections

o Requires registration

Design in e-resources



Discuss with a partner

Self-directed learning

o Which sections of this resource could be used for self-directed 

learning?

Teacher support and framework

o What type of guidance would a student need for:-

(a) assessing students’ needs

(b) goal-setting with the student, pacing and timing

(c) getting the study done

(d) ensuring the student gets feedback

(e) getting a concrete sense of progress for the student

Teacher assessment

o How do you know the student has learnt what they need to?

o What evidence of completion and progress do you need?

o What other reflections or input from your students may be useful?

e.g. sense of enjoyment, engagement, enrichment (or other?)

Design in e-resources



Further exploration
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LearnEnglish Teens: 

Grammar Snack videos 

http://learnenglishteens.british

council.org/grammar-

vocabulary/grammar-videos
LearnEnglish 

Grammar 

(iPad/iPhone 

app)

BBC Learning English course 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learning

english/english/course/lower-

intermediate

BBC World Service 

Grammar Challenge 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/world

service/learningenglish/gra

mmar/grammar_challenge/

LearnEnglish Grammar 

http://learnenglish.british

council.org/en/english-

grammar

http://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/grammar-vocabulary/grammar-videos
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/english/course/lower-intermediate
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/grammar/grammar_challenge/
http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/english-grammar


Recommended reading

For teachers: 

Krashen, Stephen D. (1981). Second Language Acquisition and Second Language 

Learning (PDF). Oxford: Pergamon.

Krashen, Stephen D. (1982). Principles and Practice in Second Language 

Acquisition (PDF). Oxford: Pergamon.

Download free: http://www.sdkrashen.com/

For students:

http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/books/features/the-top-20-books-

every-student-should-read-before-leaving-secondary-school-10437063.html

Top 5: 

1. 1984 by George Orwell

2. To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee

3. Animal Farm by George Orwell

4. Lord of the Flies by William Golding

5. Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
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http://www.sdkrashen.com/content/books/sl_acquisition_and_learning.pdf
http://www.sdkrashen.com/content/books/principles_and_practice.pdf
http://www.sdkrashen.com/
http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/books/features/the-top-20-books-every-student-should-read-before-leaving-secondary-school-10437063.html


Feedback
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Recap of aims of this workshop

(1) Consider how grammar can be taught 

with the use of e-resources

(2) Consider the purpose of the task-based 

approach to teaching and learning grammar

(3) Take part in demonstrations and 

activities which illustrate how to incorporate 

e-learning into grammar learning activities

(4) Be (a) exposed to quality resources (b) 

given the opportunity to consider how to use 

and adapt the resources for self-directed 

learning for different forms of grammar 

learning and practice


